
Abel Buafo filmed selfie videos with his knife at a North London club
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'I don't care about the feds': Drug dealer caught out by
London nightclub Snapchat video jailed

Police also found MDMA, cannibis and a chemical used to cut crack cocaine at his home  (Image:

Metropolitan Police)
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A drug dealer who filmed himself waving a knife and saying ‘I don’t even care about the feds

bruv’ on Snapchat in a London nightclub has been sentenced to six years and four months in

prison.

Abel Buafo, 23, from Lambeth, was caught out after detectives saw a ‘selfie style’ video he made

in the nightclub on Silver Street, Enfield in December 2019.

He was sentenced at Inner London Crown Court on Friday, 17 September, after pleading guilty

to possession of and intent to supply Class A drugs and possession of a knife.

READ MORE: Woman taken to hospital after Overground passenger 'threw toolbox' at her

because he was ‘in a bad mood'
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Buafo’s incriminating Snapchat videos showed him dancing and singing while waving a

"Rambo" knife, and shouting that he has his "blicky at the rave". Blicky is a slang term for knife.

In one of the videos, he said "I’ve got my blicky on me". His friend tells him to "shhh", to which

he replies, "I don’t even care about the feds bruv, on my mum’s life".
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One of the incriminating selfies on Buafo's phone (Image: Metropolitan Police)
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When officers forced entry to Buafo’s home in February 2020, he hurriedly attempted to flush a

large amount of a chemical used to cut crack cocaine down the sink.

Officers also found MDMA and cannabis, scales and bags for drugs, and over £1,200 in

counterfeit cash.

PROMOTED STORIES

They also found his Rambo knife, which are typically about 15 inches long.
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Rambo knives are around 10-15 inches (Image: Metropolitan Police)
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Buafo’s phone showed evidence of drug supplying, as well as the "lavish lifestyle" his dealing

permitted him with a hoard of expensive items.

Get London's biggest stories straight in your inbox

MyLondon’s brilliant new newsletter The 12 is packed with news, views, features and

opinion from across the city.
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Detective Sergeant Raymond Sekalongo, the investigating officer who was on the Central South’s

Proactive Investigations team at the time, said: “Buafo was arrogant enough to think he was

above the law and thought he could not only take a knife into a nightclub – but broadcast

himself on social media doing it.
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"Buafo was wrong not to ‘care about the feds,’ because the Met is absolutely committed to

taking offensive weapons and drugs off the streets of London.

“The knife in the nightclub and the Rambo knife found in Buafo’s address is yet another example

of the intractable link between drug supply and violence.

“Those carrying weapons and supplying drugs should expect a visit from us in the near future.”
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